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Innovation and Technology in Hydraulic Systems

Manufacturing

Engineering

Hydraulic Hand-Pumps, 2-Speed
Pumps, Foot-Pedal Pumps,
Air-Hydraulic Pumps

Gear and Radial Piston Flow
Dividers

Directional Control Valves,
Monoblock/Sandwich Type;
Special Electric On/Off and
Proportional Controls

Gearbox-Motor Combination for
Torque up to 1.800.000 Nm

Multiple Pump Drives with/without Clutches

Hydraulic Power-Pack with Flow
Rates up to 1000 l/min

HANSA-TMP is a vibrant and resourceful
company leading the industry in hydraulic technology applications. HANSA-TMP
provides a one source supply for engineering and manufacturing of hydraulic
components and complete systems. The
efficiency and high flexibility of HANSATMP designers make it the best choice
for companies that wish to entrust a
team of professionals in the hydraulic
field, to follow their products from design through to production, providing
cutting-edge and complete solutions for
every single need.
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Manufacturing

Variable Displacement Closed
Loop System Axial Piston Pumps
from 6,95 cm³/n up to 110 cm³/n.

Variable Displacement Open
Loop System Axial Piston Pumps
from 15 cm³/n up to 70 cm³/n

Fixed and Variable Displacement
Axial Piston Motors
from 20 cm³/n up to 64 cm³/n

Spring Loaded Disc Brakes for use
with Orbit Motors, Radial Piston
Motors and other Motors
breaking torque up to 520 Nm

Wheel Drive Gearboxes with Different Types of Hydraulic or Electric
Motors output torque from 1.500
up to 12.000 Nm

Hydraulic Generators for use
with fixed and variable displacement
pumps, flow regulator for frequency
of 50Hz and 60Hz

HANSA-TMP has been operating in hydraulic development and production on the national and international market since 1984. Over the years, we have constantly expanded our offer; today we provide a
complete range of hydraulic components and systems. HANSA-TMP products, are recognised worldwide for
their quality and reliability, achieved by means of the painstaking research and development, watchful of every
aspect of product development and manufacturing. Continuous and careful controls over all the phases of the
engineering and production process allow HANSA-TMP to meet the most critical market requirements.
ISO 9001 Quality Certification - ISO 14001 Environmental Certification
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Applications
Our Engineering Team combines several specialist fields to accommodate a diverse range of industries including construction, agricultural, oil & gas production and processing, mining, power generation, recycling, marine
and transport. From the initial phases of product design HANSATMP focuses on providing innovative solutions that generate efficiency improvement, productivity and reliability of hydraulic
components and systems.

Machinery for Urban Green

Industrial Automation

Recycling and Ecology

Airport Applications

Construction Machinery and
Material Handling

Energy

Marine

Agriculture

Drilling and Off-Shore
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Partners & Products
HANSA-TMP has been selected as official distributor by the major world players in the hydraulic field. Our market is expanding
locally and globally thanks to the expertise acquired during the past decades; we are able to find the best fit for the most difficult
applications. A team of engineers assists our customers during the set up phase, technical assistance, warranty and maintenance.

Kawasaki - Based in Plymouth, UK, the factory is a
highly automated manufacturing facility that produces a wide range of products including Axial Piston
Pumps, Axial and Radial Piston motors, K-series
pumps and Staffa motors.
Hydropa - A German company concentrating on
developing and manufacturing customised electrohydraulic systems according to customers’ specifications. In addition the company offers high-quality
pressure switches and other hydraulic components.
Rickmeier manufactures gear pumps, valves, special products and oil feed systems. Meeting particular customers’ wishes lies at the forefront of the
daily operations.

Wandfluh - High Quality Swiss made hydraulic valves with a plenty of special executions. The main
focus is on poppet valves, proportional valves, miniature hydraulics, explosion proof valves and corrosion protected valves. Wandfluh has an own electronics development and production department.
Dynex manufactures hydraulic components that
operate to 1040 bar, including piston pumps, motors, directional control valves and pressure controls. They have been used worldwide for 60 years
on difficult applications for mobile, industrial and
marine and aircraft equipment.
HKS is a German manufacturer with more than 40
years of experience in the hydraulic fields and manufactures rotary actuators, rotary lift combination.

Danfoss-Nessie is a global innovation setter in water hydraulic equipment and parts such as valves,
pumps, motors, nozzles, powerpacks and accessories manufacturing.
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HANSA-TMP S.r.l.
Via M. L. King, 6
41122 Modena - ITALY
Tel.: +39 059 41 57 11
Fax: +39 059 41 57 29/30
E-mail: hansatmp@hansatmp.it
Web: www.hansatmp.it
HANSA-TMP China Office
14/A Yandang Building,
107 Yandang Road, Shanghai,
P.R. of China
Zip 200020
Tel.: +86 21 64734841
Fax: +86 21 64733694
Mobile: +86 13916975816
E-mail: weiqijin@hansa-tmp.cn
Web: www.hansa-tmp.cn
Skype: wei_qijin
HANSA-TMP Russian Office
Moscow Region
Serpukhov
1, Soltsa Street.
Tel.: +7 4967 76 29 73
Fax: +7 4967 76 06 20
E-mail: hansatmprus@gmail.com
Web: www.hansa-tmp.ru

Headquarter in Italy

Partners:

‹

HYDROMA, spol. s.r.o.
Vlcnovská 2477
688 01 Uherský Brod
Czech Republic
Tel./Fax: +420 572 637 796
Fax: +420 572 637 729
Mobile: +420 724 149 326
E-mail: hydroma@hydroma.cz
Web: www.hydroma.cz

ISO 9001
Certificate N° 12-Q-0200545-TIC

‹

HYDROMA SK, spol. s.r.o.
Nová 134
017 01 Povazská Bystrica
Slovak Republic
Tel.: +421 424 261 171
Tel.: +421 424 261 172
Fax: +421 424 261 170
E-mail: hydroma@hydroma.sk
Web: www.hydroma.sk
HIDROMA SISTEMS, Sp. z o.o.
ul. Legnicka 84-86
41-500 Chorzów
Poland
Tel./Fax: +48 (32) 24 11 821
E-mail: info@hidromasistems.pl
Web: www.hidromasistems.pl

ISO 14001
Certificate N° 12-E-0200545-TIC

Visit our Stock on-line
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